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“An Orphanage With A Difference” How & Why?
• Self administration is the life line of AVG
AVG functions cent percent on its own. There will be hardly any direct role by others.

• AVGians are Administrators, Wardens, Caretakers and Cooks

The AVGians (AVG Inmates) themselves will be administrators and take up day today
functions as of a warden, a care taker, a guard of the AVG and perform all duties of a
cook, a watchman and also day today up keeping of their premises/house.

• AVG runs on contributions and donations from Philanthropists

AVG runs solely on voluntary contributions and donations from the philanthropists.

• Financial Transactions are managed by the AVGians

Collecting and receiving amounts from the available sources and maintaining proper
accounting books & records are wholly done by the AVGians.

• Purchase of provisions and amenities are made by AVGians

Day today provisions, amenities etc. will be decided and arranged by the AVGians
themselves.

• Daily activities of AVG will be carried by AVGians

The AVGians as a team start their daily activity from 4 am and end by 10.30 pm
carrying each and every work in the AVG on their own alongwith their studies.

• Banking & Accounting affairs are in the hands of AVGians

There will not be any regular finance manager or accountant to look after the
monthly budgeting, banking, accounting and getting the accounts audited annually
by the statutory Auditor, but, all the affairs are handled by the AVGians.

• Management Board of AVG comprises volunteers only

Like a thread in garland there will be a Management Board for AVG which comprises
eminent people coming forward voluntarily from various fields of society. The Board’s
role will be like a friend, a guide & a philosopher. The Board will be elected by the
contributors/subscribers/donors in their tri-annual general body meeting.

• Sky is the limit for deserving Orphan students to pursue their higher
studies at AVG
For orphan and poor boys with burning desire and determination to pursue higher
studies (intermediate onwards) but not having requisite support, the AVG is the right
place which stands by them till they reach their goals in studies and stand on their
own before the society as responsible citizens to face the challenging tomorrow.
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Current Events
AVG Admissions
The AVG new admissions take place in the month of
June/July of every year. The main criteria for admission into AVG
is the merit alongwith social status on priority wise Orphan,
Semi-orphan and the deserving Poor. No bar on the candidate’s
region, religion or caste. The AVG invites applications from the
boys of Inter and above Courses. The selection of students will
be through an interview by a screening committee comprising of
eminent personalities from various walks of life. On 24-6-2012 the
Committee conducted interviews for around 150 applicants and
selected 33 boys newly for the current academic year.

Screening Committee for 2012-13
Chairman Sri J Sesimohan, Principal (Rtd), APS Co-op College,
Hyd, Vice-Chairman Sri B Pandu Reddy, Financial Adviser,
Hyd Central University, Members Sri K Srinivasa Reddy, Spiritual
Adviser, Sri N S V Ranga Rao, Secretary, Lions Club Hyd Elite, Sri
K Sravan Kumar, Software Engineer, Cognigent and Member
Convener Sri M Rajesh, Assistant Registrar, APS Co-op Dept, Hyd.

Academics
During the current academic year 2012-13 the strength of
AVG stands at 102 including the newly admitted 33 students.
Out of them 14 boys are studying Inter I year and 15 boys are in
Inter II year. In Degree I year 14 students, II year 8 students and
III year 11 students. 1 boy is in B.Ed and 3 boys are doing
Polytechnic. A total of 29 boys are doing B.Tech with different
branches viz, I year 6, II year 6, III year 9, IV year 8. And 4 boys
are pursuing MBA and 2 boys are doing MCA and a boy
taking coaching for All India Civil Service exams.

‘AVG Home’
Construction Progress……….
Upon completing all procedures and overcoming hurdles the much
awaited ‘AVG Golden Jubilee Home’ construction works of have
been started. One of the established builders M/s ARK Builders,
Hyderabad, has been selected to take up the project of building
construction. The builder was selected by openly inviting tender
quotations from the builders. The construction works are in
active progress. The estimated cost of total project is 5 crores.

Editorial Desk……
Order of the day is
materialistic life i.e. every aspect
in the life of a human being is
physical calculation. In process
of the calculations people are
fading themselves, ofcourse, their
external life may look rosy but
inner world represent the true
picture. It is a common
phenomena the people try to hide
their inner picture in which they
get temporary but not permanent
success. Inner world of a human
being will reflect in his quest for
knowledge, love & affection
towards natural things, kind &
generosity for fellow beings. It
is really a miraculous twist in
the creation of Almighty as the
human being is created with two
worlds but given key of only
inner world and kept with him
the control of external world.
And still there is a ray of favour,
as preached and proved in their
lives by the ascended souls like
lord Krishna, Jesus Christ,
Bhagavan Budda, yesterday’s
Mahatma Gandhi and so on,
that for a human being glowing
inner world is root for his
external world on this earth
planet. So it is wise for all the
human beings to realize and be
afresh to keep pink of their inner
world with reflecting actions
and expressions thereby lead a
complete and holistic life. For
that no need to go Himalayas or
elsewhere but turn around and
find such avenues which must
include our AVG also.

Truth, Purity and Unselfishness – wherever these are present, there is no power below
or above the sun to crush the possessor thereof. Equipped with these, one individual
is able to face the whole universe in opposition.
– Swami Vivekananda
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APPEAL
Dear Subscribers, Donors and Well wishers,
It is the generosity and good will of many Well-wishers and Philanthropists
like you with whose blessings and patronage we have been continuing our endeavor
to support helpless orphans and needy poor to pursue their higher education with
determination to become responsible citizens of tomorrow.

Your support all

these years is appreciable and unforgettable. We are confident after so many
years of our concerted efforts with the moral support of you all; we can take
pride in having our own premises the ‘AVG Golden Jubilee Home’. We earnestly
appeal to all of you to generously donate and participate in construction of the
‘AVG Golden Jubilee Home’ and also call and impress upon all your friends,
relatives and so on to take this opportunity of extending helping hand to our
humble & noble social cause by donating their might to AVG.

With best regards,

(C V RAGHUVEER)
PRESIDENT

(M RAJESH)
GENERAL SECRETARY

***
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Grateful to…
may donate by Cheque / Demand Draft
drawing in favour of

A R Srinivas
6000/Dr S Bhaskar
10000/Justice B Chandra Kumar
10000/V Nagabhushana Rao
10000/P V Sumitha Devi
5000/J H Pranai Kumar
25000/K Anajaneyulu
15000/K Bhumabai
10000/M Sudhakar
5000/M A Anil Sutej
5000/K Samba Siva Rao
10000/A V Rami Reddy
10116/G Akshara Reddy
15000/Dr Anand Raj Varma
5000/Kantilal Narania
5000/Giri Pinnapa (USA)
5000/Baby Amrutha Reddy & K Srikar Reddy 25000/B Vijaya Laxmi (N Srinivas)
10000/M Purna Chandra Rao
20000/K Prashanth
7000/Rahul Nurugu
(200$) 10000/D M Rao
5000/K Narayana Raju
5000/P Radhika
5000/B Venku Raju
6000/K Janardhan
10000/C Chandra Prakash
5000/K Lakshmi Vardhini
5000/B Riddhi Reddy
5000/S Lavanya Kumari
13000/Ch Kota Reddy
[ gas stove worth 6850/- ]
K V Rama Rao
[ refrigerator worth 19500/- ]

AVG Golden Jubilee Home
Current A/c No: 019211100001750

or
AVG Education Fund
SB A/c No: 019210011907440

Andhra Bank, Kothapet, Hyderabad-35
call AVGians over phone / e-mail

040-24038676 & 9490792576
e-mail: orphanage_1919@yahoo.co.in

___________________________________
visit AVG at: www.orphanage1919.org

All donations and contributions made to
AVG are Tax exempted u/s 80(G) of the
Income Tax Act vide Director of Income
Tax (Exemptions), Hyd, F.No. DIT(E)/
Hyd/94(07)/80G/2009-10, Dt. 08.10.2009.

Many feel, but only a few
can express. It is the power
of expressing one’s love and
appreciation and sympathy
for others, that enables a
person

to

succeed

….…. these contributions will go in
the long way as to serve the
society thro’ AVG………

better

than others..
- Swami Vivekananda
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